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Broadband, Stable, and Noniterative Dielectric Constant Measurement of

Low-Loss Dielectric Slabs Using a Frequency-Domain Free-Space Method
Ugur C. Hasar , Yunus Kaya , Gokhan Ozturk , Mehmet Ertugrul , and Celal Korasli

Abstract— A broadband, stable, and noniterative free-space method is
proposed for dielectric constant ε′

r determination of low-loss dielectric
slabs from reflection-only measurements through simple calibration
standards (reflect and air). It is applicable for dispersive samples and
does not require thickness information. Simulations of nondisperive and
dispersive samples are performed to validate our method. Dielectric
constant measurements of polyethylene and polyoxymethylene samples
(9–11 GHz) are carried out to examine the accuracy of our method.

Index Terms— Dispersive, free-space, frequency-domain, nondisper-
sive, noniterative, reflection-only, simple calibration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Characterization of materials can be indirectly implemented by
measuring permittivity εr = ε�

r −iε��
r , since such a response is an

intrinsic property of and thus unique to each material. Sufficient infor-
mation about such a response of a material can be gained by wideband
measurements at microwave frequencies [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11] using the coaxial-line (or waveguide) method, the
planar transmission-line method, and the free-space method. Among
these methods, the free-space methods are nondestructive, contactless,
and applicable for measurements at high temperatures.

There are some issues related to free-space techniques. First,
these techniques require exact knowledge of the sample thickness
prior to material characterization [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17].
The free-space techniques in the studies [18], [19], [20] can be
used to determine electromagnetic properties of materials without
using their thickness information. However, the method in [18],
which is based on oscillatory behavior of wideband measured
reflection/transmission measurements [9], [21], [22], is restricted
to nondispersive or weakly dispersive materials and thus is not
applicable for dispersive samples. Besides, the method in [19],
as will be shown in Section III, can introduce undesired ripples
in the extracted dielectric constant (ε�

r ) of thicker low-loss samples
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or samples with higher ε�
r over broadband measurements. On the

other hand, the method in [20] is not applicable for narrowband
frequency measurements. Second, free-space techniques relying on
numerical techniques could result in erroneous results if an initial
guess for material properties is not properly given near the global
minimum [23]. The noniterative techniques in the studies [15], [17]
could be applied for noniterative εr determination. Nonetheless,
they necessitate that the measurement and calibration planes overlap
each other and consequently are seriously affected by any shift
between these planes (dependence on reference planes) [9]. Third,
free-space techniques generally use both reflection and transmission
scattering (S-)parameter measurements to determine electromagnetic
properties of the sample. Nevertheless, transmission measurements
are not adequate for electromagnetic characterization of samples
whose backs are not accessible [16], [17]. Besides, any misalignment
of transmitting and receiving antennas can reduce measurement accu-
racy for transmission free-space S-parameter measurements. Both
these situations direct one to perform electromagnetic characterization
of samples using reflection-only S-parameter measurements [16],
[17], [19]. Finally, free-space techniques generally employ calibration
techniques such as the thru-reflect-line [24] or thru-reflect-match [25]
to calibrate the measurement system before carrying out free-space
measurements. Improper application of such calibration techniques
can rather limit the accuracy of free-space measurements [11], [12],
[13], [15], [18], similar to waveguide measurements [9].

In our recent study, we have proposed a microwave method for non-
iterative εr measurement of dielectric samples using reference-plane-
invariant reflection-only time-domain S-parameters without knowing
the sample thickness [26]. However, this method requires that εr of
the sample be not changing or slightly changing with frequency and
thus is applicable for nondispersive or weakly dispersive materials.
In this study, we propose another free-space measurement technique
(simple and accurate) for noniterative accurate ε�

r determination of
dispersive/nondispersive low-loss dielectric samples at one frequency
(frequency-to-frequency determination) without resorting to their
thickness information using uncalibrated reference-plane-invariant
reflection-only frequency-domain S-parameter measurements.

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Fig. 1 illustrates measurement configurations for ε�
r measurement

of a dielectric sample by our method. The configuration in Fig. 1(a)
shows the horn-lens antenna, fed from a rectangular waveguide
operated at its TE10 (dominant mode), radiating into the air without
any border. For this configuration, measured reflection coefficient �air
can be written as [19], [27]

�air = �0 (1)

which considers (multiple) reflections within lens-horn antenna and
from the connection of waveguide and horn antenna.

Besides, the configuration in Fig. 1(b) illustrates the same horn-lens
antenna terminated in a large highly reflective metal plate located
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Fig. 1. Measurement configurations in the application of our proposed
method. (a) Horn-lens antenna radiating into free space. (b) Same antenna
terminated in a large highly reflective metal plate in the far zone (L distance
from the reference plane). (c) Same antenna radiating into metal-backed
sample with length d. (d) Same antenna radiating into the air-backed sample.

at the distance L (reference plane) in the far-zone of the horn-lens
antenna. Assuming that there is perfect reflection from the metal
plate, the reflection coefficient �metal for this configuration can be
expressed as [19], [27]

�metal ∼= �0 − t f tbT 2
0 , T0 = e−ik0 L (2)

where t f and tb are the forward and backward transmission terms
for wave transmissions into horn-lens antenna, as shown in Fig. 1,
T0 is the propagation factor for one-way travel in the air between
the horn-lens antenna and metal plate, and k0 is the free-space
wavenumber. It is assumed that multiple reflections between the
horn-lens antenna and the metal plate are assumed to be small or
can be neglected. Using the measurements in Fig. 1(a) and (b), it is
possible to determine

t f tbT 2
0

∼= �air − �metal. (3)

On the other hand, Fig. 1(c) and (d) demonstrates the configu-
rations for the metal- and air-backed sample with length d , where
the sample front face coincides with the reference plane. For these
configurations, the reflection coefficients �metal-back and �air-back can
be written as

�metal-back ∼= �0 + t f tbT 2
0

(
r12 − T 2

)
/
(

1 − r12T 2
)

(4)

�air-back ∼= �0 + t f tbT 2
0 r12(1 − T 2)/

(
1 − r2

12T 2
)

(5)

r12 = (
1 − √

εr
)
/
(
1 + √

εr
)
, T = e−ik0

√
εr d . (6)

Here, r12 is the reflection coefficient from air to the sample, and T is
the propagation factor within the sample. It is noted that as different
from the methods in [27] and [28], our method considers multiple
reflections within the sample.

Incorporating (3) into (4) and (5), one can evaluate

�air-back − �air

�air − �metal
∼= �1 = r12(1 − T 2)

1 − r2
12T 2

(7)

�metal-back − �air

�air − �metal
∼= �2 = r12 − T 2

1 − r12T 2
(8)

where �1 and �2 are the terms related to measured quantities. Then,
after eliminating the common term T 2 from (7) and (8), it is possible
to calculate r12 as

r12 = −χ ∓
√

χ2 − 1, χ =
[

(�1 − 1) − (�1 + 1)�2

2�1

]
. (9)

Fig. 2. (a) Computational environment for the configuration in Fig. 1(c) and
(b) a photograph of the measurement setup for validation of our method.

Fig. 3. Extracted ε�
r of the PP sample with (a) d = 28, 30.3, and 32 mm

and (b) d = 5.0 mm by the proposed method and the method in [19].

The correct sign for r12 can be evaluated by using the passivity
principle, that is, |r12| ≤ 1, where | � | denotes the magnitude of “�.”
Finally, ε�

r can be retrieved from

ε�
r = �e

{
(1 − r12)2 / (1 + r12)2

}
. (10)

It is seen from (1)–(10) that our method is noniterative does not
require information of d , extracts ε�

r at any frequency (applicable for
dispersive materials as validated by simulations in Section III) within
a broadband and uses only reflection measurements from simple
calibration standards (see Fig. 1).

III. SIMULATION AND VALIDATION

For validation of our method, we performed simulations using
a commercial full-wave electromagnetic simulation program [the
computer simulation technology (CST)—Microwave Studio (MWS)].
In the validation, a planar slab (50 × 50 mm cross section) with εra =
1.2−i0.0002 (to reduce multiple reflections between antennas and the
metal plate) and a length of 1.0 mm was considered to simulate, for
simplicity, the horn-lens antenna region in Fig. 1. The discussion of
the elimination of these reflections is given in Section IV. Besides,
planar low-loss samples (40 × 40 mm cross section) with εr =
2.26−i0.00008 [the polyethylene (PP)] [29]) and d = 30.3 mm
(or d = 32, 28, or 5.0 mm), with εr = 20.0−i0.00008 and
d = 30.0 mm, and with εr synthesized by the Debye model and
d = 30.0 mm were considered as the samples. The PP sample
was simulated to compare its extracted ε�

r from measurements for
L = 30.0 cm (see Section IV). To simulate plane wave propagation,
Et = 0 and Ht = 0 boundary conditions were set over transverse
planes. A waveguide port was applied to excite the computational
environment and to obtain S-parameters. For the configurations in
Fig. 1(b) and (c), Et = 0 boundary condition was also set to simulate
the metal plate. The frequency range was arranged by the operating
frequency range of the horn-lens antenna as 9–11 GHz. Besides,
the adaptive mesh refinement option was activated to get optimum
meshing. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the computational environment for the
configuration in Fig. 1(c).

Our method was then applied to determine ε�
r of the examined

samples using their simulated S-parameters of the configurations in
Fig. 1. In addition, we also applied the method in [19] to retrieve ε�

r
of these samples. Fig. 3(a) demonstrates the extracted ε�

r of the
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TABLE I

EXTRACTED ε�
r OF THE PP SAMPLE (d = 30.3 mm) FROM SIMULATION

TABLE II

EXTRACTED ε�
r OF THE PP SAMPLE (d = 5.0 mm) FROM SIMULATION

PP sample with d = 28, 30.3, and 32 mm by our method and the
method in [19]. It is seen from Fig. 3(a) that extracted ε�

r by the
method in [19] mainly diverges from the preassigned one especially
within the frequency bands over which the thickness resonance effect
arising when ε��

r → 0 dominates [30], [31], that is, d = nλ/2, where
n denotes an integer. On the other hand, extracted ε�

r by our method
is in good agreement with the preassigned one for each d , except
for a small deviation which is mainly due to the simplified model
for the horn-lens antenna represented by t f and tb terms only. This
indicates that our method is not affected by the thickness resonance
effect thanks to simultaneous usage of air-backed and metal-backed
measurements [30], [31]. For a quantitative analysis, Table I shows
extracted ε�

r of the PP sample with d = 30.3 mm by our method
and the method in [19] together with percentage errors �ε�

r at some
discrete frequencies (� f = 250 MHz). It is seen from Table I that
while �ε�

r ≤ 2.108% for our method, �ε�
r for the method in [19]

can reach up to 16.57%.
To evaluate the performance of our method and the method [19] for

frequencies away from the thickness-resonance region, we extracted
ε�

r of the PP sample with d = 5.0 mm by these methods, as shown
in Fig. 3(b). It is seen from Fig. 3(b) that our method and the
method [19] have similar accuracy. For a quantitative analysis, the
extracted ε�

r and �ε�
r values for our method and the method in [19]

are presented in Table II. It can be noticed from Table II that extracted
ε�

r values by our method and the method in [19] are individually
very close to the preassigned one (�ε�

r ≤ 1.28% for both methods).
A similar conclusion was also noted for the polyoxymethylene (POM)
sample with εr = 2.73 − i0.00513 [29], whose results are not
presented for conciseness. On the other hand, Fig. 4(a) and Table III
exhibit extracted ε�

r of the sample with εr = 20.0−i0.00008 and
d = 30.0 mm by our method and the method in [19], together with
�ε�

r values, to observe the effect of εrs on extraction procedures. It is
seen from Fig. 4(a) and Table III that the accuracy of our method
does not much change (�ε�

r ≤ 4.195), whereas that of the method
in [19] significantly alters (�ε�

r can exceed 70% around 10.0 GHz
due to thickness resonance effect) with an increase of ε�

r .

Fig. 4. Extracted ε�
r of (a) sample with εr = 20.0−i0.00008 and d =

30.0 mm and (b) synthesized sample described via the Debye model by the
proposed method and the method in [19].

TABLE III

EXTRACTED ε�
r OF THE SAMPLE WITH εr = 20.0−i0.00008

AND d = 5.0 mm FROM SIMULATION

TABLE IV

EXTRACTED ε�
r OF THE SYNTHESIZED SAMPLE FROM SIMULATION

Finally, we also tested the applicability of our method for ε�
r

determination of dispersive samples. To this end, we synthesized a
sample using the Debye model [32] given by

εr = ε∞ + (εs − ε∞) / (1 + i 2π f τ) (11)

where εs and ε∞ are the relative permittivities at zero and infinite
frequencies, and τ is the relaxation time. The sample was assumed
to have εs = 8.0, ε∞ = 2.0 (εs > ε∞), and τ = 5 ps. Fig. 4(b)
shows the synthesized and extracted ε�

r of the synthesized sample
d = 30.0 mm by the proposed method and the method in [19].
It is seen from Fig. 4(b) that extracted ε�

r by our method produces
results similar to that synthesized ε�

r by the Debye model, whereas
the synthesized and extracted ε�

r by the method in [19] greatly differ
from each other. It is seen from Table IV, which presents �ε�

r values
for this sample, that �ε�

r for our method is less than 3.75%, that for
the method in [19] is greater than 60%. Such a difference is mainly
due to nonnegligible effect of ε��

r on the extracted ε�
r by the method

in [19].

IV. MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2(b) illustrates a photograph of the measurement setup used for
validation of the proposed method. It consists of a vector network
analyzer (VNA) with the model of N9918A from Keysight Tech-
nologies (30 kHz–26.5 GHz), a rigid coaxial line phase stable cable
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TABLE V

EXTRACTED ε�
r OF THE PP SAMPLE FROM MEASUREMENT

TABLE VI

EXTRACTED ε�
r OF THE POM SAMPLE FROM MEASUREMENT

with a length of 100 cm, a coaxial-to-waveguide adapter operating at
X-band (8.2–12.4 GHz), and a horn-lens antenna from Flann
Microwave Instruments (Series 820) with 25 dB gain and maxi-
mum 1.5 VSWR over 9–11 GHz frequency range (for this reason,
measurements were restricted to 9–11 GHz). The PP sample with
d = 30.3 ∓ 0.3 mm and the POM sample with d = 30.0 ∓ 0.3 mm
in a slab form (with 50 × 50 cm transverse area to reduce dif-
fraction effects) were positioned away from the horn-lens antenna
by L = 30 cm based on its focal distance to realize the plane
wave assumption. Besides, the surfaces of the samples and the lens,
positioned on a holder to remove floor scattering, were arranged
parallel (normal incidence) to minimize any angle misalignment.
Time-domain gating was applied for our method over the main
reflection response of �metal in Fig. 1(b) to reduce multiple reflections
between the horn-lens antenna and the reference plane. Measurements
were performed for 1001 frequency points and repeated three times.

Tables V and VI illustrate the extracted ε�
r over 9–11 GHz of the

PP and POM samples by our method and the method in [19] [with
time-domain gating over the main reflection response of �metal in
Fig. 1(b)] and the method in [9] using the average of five independent
reflection-only measurements. It is seen from Tables V an VI that
extracted ε�

r values by our method and the methods in [9] and [19]
are in good agreement with the reference data [29]. It is noted from
Table V that although the accuracy of our method (�ε�

r ≤ 5.75%)
is lower than that of the method (�ε�

r ≤ 3.10%) in [9], our
method is based on frequency-to-frequency determination and is a
reference-plane-invariant method using uncalibrated measurements.
Besides, it can be seen from Table VI that while the maximum
value of �ε�

r is 4.76% for our method, the maximum value of
�ε�

r is 5.13% for the method in [19], meaning that our method
has better accuracy than the method in [19] because it does not
consider εr → 0 in the extraction. Finally, it should be stated that our
method and the method in [9], as a drawback, require that the metal
be backed right at the rear face of the sample in Fig. 1(c) without
any gap.

V. CONCLUSION

An attractive broadband, stable, and noniterative free-space method
is proposed for dielectric constant measurement of planar dielectric
samples. It has the capability of extracting ε�

r of dispersive and
nondispersive samples using reflection-only measurements through
simple calibration standards (reflect and air) without resorting to
any sample thickness information. CST MWS simulations were
performed to assess the suitability of our method for nondispersive
thicker low-loss samples and thinner/thicker dispersive samples.
Measurements of ε�

r over 9–11 GHz of PP and POM samples were
used to validate our method and examine its accuracy.
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